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Peter,

I have been following the Whitlock, Daughdrill threads on genealogy web site. I have
accounts on ancestry.com, myheritage, and footnote.com. I am very close to finishing
my application for Daughters of the American Revolution.

There is a hiccup with regards to Ann Daughdrill and Nancy Whitlock. I am hoping that
DAR will use the info that they already have achieved..

Here is information that is correct and might be wrong on your tree. John Lasetor
Whitlock is Wm. Asa Whitlock and Nancy (Ann) Whitlock's son born 1837 - 1838. John
Lasetor Whitlock had a son, Thomas Whitlock born 1861. Thomas is my great
grandfather. I have studied the census records extensively to ensure that I was on the
right track.

Thomas Whitlock is in several census records and the last one is 1880 showing him as
19 and farm labor living with his family. His mother is Mary E. Gay daughter of Arthur
Gay.

Thomas disappears from the radar and shows up in Arkansas in 1890 census. He is
married to Ida Mae Herndon. They son is my grandfather, Herbert Harvey Whitlock Sr.
born in England, Arkansas August 28, 1892. Thomas Whitlock is in the Arkansas
census's 1890, and it shows that his Father was born in Alabama and his mother
Mississippi. Unless there are other documents to show that this is not the correct
Thomas Whitlock born in Mississippi I am going to use the census as my sources. My
grandfather Herbert Harvey Whitlock moved his family to South Dakota. If you have
any information about the Whitlock's in South Dakota that are connected to my
Whitlock's I would appreciate it. There are two groups of Whitlock's in South Dakota
the first group own the Whitlock resort and then there are my Whitlock's and I don't
know if there is a connection as I have emailed the resort and was told to check with the
court house in Gettysburg, SD.

Thomas Whitlock married Ida Mae Herndon
Children are Herbert Harvey Whitlock, Lula Whitlock, and Purdie Whitlock. Ida died
young. If you look on the census in Arkansas the spelling for Whitlock has been
Whitelock and Lola Whitlock etc..spelling issues. I was born in Little Rock then as a
baby the whole family moved the South Dakota including me. My mother lasted one
year, my dad, mother, sister and I moved back to Arkansas. My mother filed for divorce
and moved to Houston, TX when I was 2 1/2 years old.
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If you can tell me there is another Thomas Whitlock born in 1861 in Mississippi then I'll
assume that my Thomas is truly my great grandfather and the Daughdrill connection.

Rhonda Whitlock Hull


